STYLING A SPRING TABLE WITH GARDEN TRADING
A new season brings new ideas and new inspiration for creating fresh looks within the home. Garden
Trading shares its thoughts for capturing the life and colour of spring to create a beautiful tablescape,
just in time for Easter.

NEW NEUTRALS
Now is the perfect time to deviate from
expected greys and whites to capture the
pastel colours of the season. Stick to different
hues of the same colour family to ensure you
complement rather than clash your pieces.

MIX-MATCHED MATERIALS
Add softness with an array of different
finishes. Matt ceramic jugs and tumblers with
fluted edges. Smooth, shiny ceramic plates.
Then complete with a soft, linen napkin for
each guest.

BURNING BRIGHTLY
For outdoor tables, small scented candles
with gentle fragrances add to the ambience
of a spring table, whilst indoors stick to
unscented candlesticks for a pretty glow
without overpowering scent.

LOOSE LAYERS
Spring holds a delightfully unpolished
wonder due to its newness and beginnings.
Think shoots pushing up through the
earth. Harness the natural beauty by taking
different silhouettes in the same materials
and layering them upon each other in a
single place setting to recreate spring’s
perfectly imperfect look.

FLORAL FINISH
Simple, spring flowers in delicate tones add
height and interest to the table. Recycled
glass vases or small potted plants in planters
bring a natural aesthetic to the table.

Linear Jug, £30.00 | Winderton Bowl in Rosemary, £8.00 | Set of 4 Purbeck Coasters in Sage, £15.00
Large Glass Candle Stick, £16.00 | Set of 3 Winderton Nibble Bowls in Pink Gin & Rosemary, £18.00
Pair of Linear Tumblers in Rosemary, £18.00 | Set of 4 Napkins in Pink Gin, £30.00 | Large Radway Board, £28.00
16 Piece Cutlery Set in Brushed Silver £60.00 | Winderton Serving Bowl in Rosemary, £30.00
Purbeck Tray in Sage, £25.00 | Winderton Platter in Sage, £30.00

Contact our press team for samples, images and caption information.
Or alternatively visit us on press loft.

